BCX-18
10” Android 7 Tough Tablet

Product Overview:

The BCX-18 is designed to perform to an extremely high
standard and stay connected wherever it goes. With dual
band Wi-Fi, Bluetooth 4.0 and a 4G micro SIM, the
BCX-18 can relay data and perform updates easily while
on the move. A powerful processor coupled with the
Android operating system also makes the tablet lightning
fast when it comes to multitasking and day-to-day use.
The 10"colour touchscreen is clear and sharp and a huge
10,000mAh battery allows for a full day of heavy use
before a charge is needed. As well as all 1D and 2D
codes, the BCX-18 also supports NFC which allows it to
use card reading apps; perfect for taking payments or
transferring small amounts of data. The front and rear
camera are both sharp and fast, and a convenient one
hand grip means the device is easy to use when
interacting with customers, clients or simply multitasking.

Reasons to buy:
✴ A tough 10 inch Android 7 tablet designed to
go anywhere and stay connected.
✴ Dual WiFi Bluetooth 4.0 and a 4G Micro SIM.
✴ A powerful processor to give performance
where it's needed.
✴ Also supports NFC allowing card reading
apps
✴ Front and rear camera for start images.
✴ 10000mAh battery for reliable all day use.
✴ Convenient one had grip for ease of use.

BCX-18
10” Android 7 Tough Tablet
Key Features:
Wherever you roam - stay connected

Contactless reading facility

This 10 inch Android terminal has Dual WiF,
Bluetooth 4.0 and 4G, meaning it will stay on touch
when on the move.

The BCX-18 is equipped with an NFC reader
enabling it to run contactless payment applications.

Versatility is the key note

Just keeps performing

All good general purpose units need a host of
features and the BCX-18 is no exception, equipped
with front and rear camera and full connectivity
options.

The BCX-18 is equipped with a 10000mAh battery
to cover a full days work and with a powerful, fast
processor to allow a number of applications to run
with ease.

Ideal for…
Retail - Warehouse - Commercial applications
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